Consent
Curated by Lynsey G
March 21 – May 12, 2012

MAIN GALLERY CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT

April Flores and Hoodman, from the film Artcore by C. Batts Fly
Photograph, 24 x 36 inches
Photograph courtesy of Carlos Batts

TV Triptych
Featuring Brittany Andrews, Cindy Gallop, Mr. Marcus, Madison Young, Kelly Shibari, Michelle, Natasha Starr, Danny Wylde, Nyomi Banxxx, Anton, Oriana Small, Sinnamon Love, April Flores, and Dan Reilly

Reality
Video interviews recorded by Lynsey G
Running time: 21:01
Edited by Lynsey G and Joseph Conroy

Tower of Porn
250 porn DVDs in cases
Courtesy of Lynsey G

Industry
Video interviews recorded by Lynsey G
Running time: 18:57
Edited by Lynsey G and Joseph Conroy

Society
Video interviews recorded by Lynsey G
Running time: 24:06
Edited by Lynsey G and Joseph Conroy

Viewing Booth
Morality
Video interviews recorded by Lynsey G
Running time: 17:02
Edited by Lynsey G and Joseph Conroy
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